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’ INTRODUCTION

Protein�protein interactions are required for most biological
functions. The abilities of RNA polymerase to transcribe DNA,1

the spliceosome to process gene transcripts,2 and the ribosome to
translate mRNA,3 in particular, require the orchestrated interactions
of many proteins. Unfortunately, the quaternary structures that
enable these interactions have been challenging to study. For
example, although X-ray crystallography can provide atomic
resolution, it is often very difficult to produce and crystallize
large macromolecular complexes due to their dynamic nature.4 It
has therefore become apparent that complementary methods
are needed to best elucidate the structures and interactions of
macromolecular complexes.4

Chemical cross-linking can be applied to study quaternary
structures and thus aid the development of hybrid structure
models. It can capture dynamic interactions without being
markedly hindered by sample structural heterogeneity. Modern
mass spectrometers have even made it possible to identify cross-
links and the exact residues involved in linkages with reasonably
high confidence.5,6 In most cross-linking analyses, protein func-
tional groups are targeted for derivatization with a molecule that
contains two reactive groups separated by a spacer arm of known
length. Only functional groups closer than the length of the
spacer arm are capable of being linked. Identification of the
residues involved in a cross-link thereby provides distance con-
straints for structural modeling.

Despite these advantages, the potential of cross-linking
studies can be limited by several analytical challenges. Detec-
tion of cross-linked peptides in the proteolytic digests of

derivatized proteins is often impeded by the combination of
their low stoichiometric yield and the presence of other peptide
species. Enrichment techniques have accordingly become an
intense focus for researchers in the field.7�9 Due to the
combinatorial nature of cross-linking reactions, mixtures con-
taining cross-linked peptides can be extremely heterogeneous.
Their fractionation has therefore been necessary in the few
large-scale cross-linking studies conducted to date.10,11 Lastly,
identification of cross-links typically requires mass accuracies
on the order of a few parts per million if large sequence data-
bases are to be searched.

To facilitate cross-linking studies, we previously developed
the novel amidinating cross-linker, diethyl suberthioimidate
(DEST).12 This reagent is a water-soluble, eight-atom (11 Å)
spacer arm cross-linker, similar to commonly used and commer-
cially available cross-linkers, such as bissulfosuccinimidyl sube-
rate (BS3). Unlike its analogs, however, DEST modifies primary
amines at physiological pH without sacrificing their native
basicity. As a result, the use of DEST does not perturb the
electrostatic properties of a protein and is thus unlikely to disrupt
native protein structure. The fact that this reagent preserves
the basicity of targeted amines upon modification also means
that the ionization efficiency of the residue it modifies is not
adversely affected and that the cross-links it forms can be easily
separated from other components of tryptic digests using strong
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cation exchange (SCX) chromatography. We have previously
employed this cross-linker to observe intraprotein cross-linking
of cytochrome c12 and have subsequently become interested in
applying it to study very complex structures, as a step toward
understanding their dynamic interactomes.

One such complex of interest is the Escherichia coli ribosome,
the cellular machine responsible for translating mRNA into
protein. It is a 2.5 MDa ribonucleoprotein complex composed
of 53 unique proteins and is one of a few large macromolecular
complexes with a structure, albeit incomplete, determined by
X-ray crystallography. The E. coli ribosome, as well as other
prokaryotic ribosomes, is thus a rather unique system in which to
investigate the feasibility of large-scale mass spectrometric stud-
ies. In previous work, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of
monofunctional thiomidates as chemical labeling reagents by
probing the tertiary and quaternary structures of the proteins in
prokaryotic ribosomes and demonstrating that the labeling of
proteins correlates extremely well with predictions derived from
crystal structures.13�17 The study of ribosome cross-linking is far
more challenging. Although there are only 678 uniquemodifiable
amines in the sample, the combinatorial nature of cross-linking
means there are about 230 000 potential modification products
with which to be concerned.

In the present work, we have probed the structure of the E. coli
ribosome using the DEST cross-linker and mass spectrometry.
This is one of the most complex structures to which cross-linking
combined with mass spectrometry has been applied. Peptide
cross-links derived from this structure were identified with high
confidence from single precursor mass measurements and colli-
sion-induced dissociation (CID) fragmentation spectra. Data
could be directly compared with the crystal structure of the
E. coli ribosome. This study also demonstrates the compatibility
of DEST cross-linking with cation exchange chromatography.
Finally, evidence of ribosome�ribosome interactions in the data
suggests that these techniques constitute a viable method for
studying complex interactomes.

’EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials
Acetonitrile (ACN), glacial acetic acid, hydrochloric acid,

sodium hydroxide, trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and water were
purchased from EMD Chemicals (Gibbstown, NJ). Anhydrous
diethyl ether was obtained from Fisher (Fair Lawn, NJ). Proteo-
mics grade trypsin (T-6567), magnesium acetate tetrahydrate,
Trizma base, 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
(HEPES), phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), and sucrose
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Ammonium chlor-
ide, formic acid (FA), magnesium chloride hexahydrate, 2-mer-
captoethanol, and suberonitrile were obtained from Aldrich
(Milwaukee, WI). Calcium chloride dihydrate, dichloromethane,
(ethylenedinitrilo)tetraacetic acid (EDTA), sodium chloride, so-
dium phosphate monobasic, and type 3A molecular sieves were
purchased from Mallinckrodt Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ). Etha-
nethiol was obtained from Acros Organics (Pittsburgh, PA).
Hydrogen chloride (technical grade) was purchased from Math-
eson (Cucamonga, CA). Bacto-tryptone and bacto-yeast extract
were provided by Becton,Dickinson andCompany (Sparks,MD).
Complete EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor (“Mini”) Tablets were
supplied by Roche Applied Science (Indianapolis, IN). Rapigest
SF was purchased from Waters (Milford, MA).

Synthesis of Diethyl Suberthioimidate (DEST)
As described previously,12 diethyl suberthioimidate (DEST)

was prepared from ethanethiol and suberonitrile via the Pinner
synthesis (Supporting Information, Scheme 1).18 Suberonitrile
(9 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (1:3 v/v) was added
to ice-cold ethanethiol (90 mmol). The reaction mixture, while
being kept on ice and constantly stirred, was sparged with
hydrogen chloride gas for 1 h and subsequently kept at 4 �C
for an additional 16 h. Anhydrous diethyl ether was then added to
aid precipitation, and the mixture was stored at �20 �C until a
solid had formed. This solid, after being washed several times
with anhydrous diethyl ether, was stored in a vacuum desiccator
at 4 �C until needed.

Preparation of E. coli Ribosomes
E. coli K12 cells were grown for the preparation of ribosomes.

Starter cultures were grown overnight at 37 �C while being
aerated at 180 rpm. Ribosomes were isolated from cells as
previously described by Spedding.19,20

Cross-Linking Conditions and Sample Preparation
Solutions of ribosomes were exchanged into phosphate-buf-

fered saline (20 mM sodium phosphate/150 mM sodium
chloride, pH 7) containing 10 mM magnesium acetate using
Amicon Ultra 10K centrifugal filter devices (Millipore, Eschborn,
Germany) prior to cross-linking. Reactions for two biological
replicates, each with two technical replicates, were carried out
at a total protein concentration of 0.5 mg/mL (an approximately
0.7 μM ribosome solution assuming there is 760 000 g of protein
per mole of ribosomes) andDEST concentration of 2.5mM. The
protein concentration of the ribosome solutions was estimated
by means of a Bradford assay, in which bovine serum albumin
was used as a standard. After proceeding at room temperature for
12 h, the reactions were quenched by addition of 0.5 M Tris to a
final concentration of 50 mM.

These are conditions that allow DEST to react until it is
near fully hydrolyzed; these are also conditions that yield only
partial modification of proteins.12 Shorter reaction times may
be necessary for studying less stable biological systems. To
precipitate the rRNA, glacial acetic acid and 1 M magnesium
chloride were added to the reaction mixture such that the final
solution contained 3:6:1 (v/v/v) reaction mixture/glacial acetic
acid/1 M magnesium chloride. The samples were vortexed and
allowed to remain at room temperature for 40 min before the
rRNA precipitate was separated by centrifugation at 14 100g
for 20 min. Supernatant from each reaction mixture, containing
soluble cross-linked and unmodified ribosomal proteins, was
desalted and cleared of hydrolyzed reagent by exchange into
50 mM Tris using Amicon Ultra 3K centrifugal filter devices
(Millipore, Eschborn, Germany). The concentrate was then
dried and stored at �20 �C until later sample preparation for
proteolytic digestion.

Proteolytic Digestion
Dried aliquots of DEST-modified proteins (40 μg) and

proteomics grade trypsin (2 μg) were reconstituted in Rapigest
(Waters, Milford, MA) containing solution, such that the diges-
tion was carried out in 18 μL of 100 mM Tris/10 mM calcium
chloride (pH 8) and 0.2% (w/v) Rapigest. Each digest reaction
was allowed to proceed at 37 �C for 24 h and subsequently
quenched by adding 10% TFA to a final concentration of 1%.
To hydrolyze Rapigest, the quenched digests were incubated for
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30 min at 37 �C. Insoluble Rapigest byproduct was cleared from
the samples by centrifuging at 13 000g.

SCX Enrichment and Fractionation of DEST Cross-Links
Strong cation exchange (SCX) chromatography was used

in two ways to simplify proteolytic digests of cross-linked
proteins prior to their analysis by nanoLC-MS/MS. Interpeptide
cross-links were enriched from non-cross-linked peptide (linear
peptide) species via a low pH separation and then fractionated
via an intermediate pH separation (Scheme 2).

Interpeptide cross-links were enriched using SCX chromatog-
raphy by exploiting the fact that they contain more basic
functional groups, and thus positive charges at low pH, than
other species in a proteolytic digest. We have previously demon-
strated the utility of this approach.12 As before, tryptic digest of
the cross-linked sample was loaded on an SCX column (TSKgel
SP-NPR, 4.6 mm� 35 mm, Tosoh Bioscience, Montgomeryville,
PA) equilibrated with 0.1% TFA in water (pH 2). Most non-
cross-linked (linear peptide) species were eluted from the
column with 300 mM NaCl mobile phase. Interpeptide cross-
links were then eluted from the SCX column onto a C18 trapping
column (Thermo Hypersil-Keystone Javelin, 1.0 mm � 20 mm,
Bellefonte, PA) with mobile phase containing 1000 mM NaCl.
After being desalted, the contents of the C18 trapping column
were eluted with organic mobile phase. This enriched fraction
was dried under vacuum and resuspended in 0.1% TFA for
subsequent LC-MS/MS analysis.

The amount of sample remaining after the 300 mM salt wash
step of the enrichment was estimated via a micro-BCA assay.21,22

The A562 was measured for the sample before it was loaded onto
the SCX column as well as after it was processed via the above
procedure. Based on two biological replicates, the amount of
sample remaining after the salt wash procedure was estimated to
be 15% of the original sample mass.

DEST interpeptide cross-links were also subjected to fractio-
nation using SCX chromatography. This chromatography was
directly integrated with the enrichment of DEST interpeptide
cross-links. After the 300 mM salt wash of the enrichment, the
mobile phases were changed to a 20 mM sodium acetate, pH 5,
buffer, and a 100 min gradient from 0 to 300 or 400 mM NaCl,
followed with a 10 min isocratic hold of 1000 mM NaCl, was
implemented. DEST interpeptide cross-links eluting from the
SCX column were collected sequentially onto 10 C18 trapping
columns (Thermo Hypersil-Keystone Javelin, 1.0 mm� 20 mm,
Bellefonte, PA). An apparatus similar to one previously described
was used to switch the flow path from one trapping column to the
next every 10min.23 After being desalted with 0.1% TFA in water
at 0.3 mL/min for 20 min, the contents of the C18 trapping
columns were sequentially eluted with a 10 min isocratic hold
(flow rate 100 μL/min) of 5% aqueous mobile phase (0.1% TFA
in water) and 95% organic mobile phase (0.1% TFA in ACN).
The entire eluate from each trap was dried under vacuum. These
fractions of the SCX were then resuspended in 0.1% TFA in
water for subsequent LC-MS/MS analysis.

Capillary LC-ESI-MS/MS
Capillary LC-ESI-MS/MS was performed using an IntegraFrit

capillary trapping column packed with 1.5 cm of C18 (150 μm�
11 cm, New Objective, Woburn, MA; Magic C18, 5 μm, 200 Å,
Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA), a capillary analytical
column packed with 15 cm of C18 (75 μm � 15 cm, Magic
C18, 5 μm, 100 Å, Michrom BioResources, Auburn, CA), an
LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron,

Bremen, Germany), and a Dionex chromatography system
(Ultimate 3000, Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA). In each experiment,
approximately 1 μg of tryptic digest was injected onto a trapping
column to remove salts and contaminants by flushing for 10 min
with mobile phase A (0.1% FA in 97:3 water/ACN) at a flow rate
of 10 μL/min. The flow rate was then reduced to 0.3 μL/min,
effluent from the trapping column was directed to the capillary
LC column, and a 100-min gradient between 0% and 35%mobile
phase B (0.1% FA in ACN) was implemented. Eluting peptides
were electrosprayed into an LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer
operating in data-dependent mode to acquire a full MS scan
(300�1800 m/z) and subsequent MS/MS scans of the three
most intense precursor ions. The AGC target value was set to
5� 105 for MS scans and 2� 105 for MS/MS scans. CID of the
precursors occurred in the LTQ at 35% normalized collision
energy. Isolation width was set to 2 m/z and monoisotopic
precursor selection was enabled. Both the MS andMS/MS scans
were acquired in the orbitrap with resolution set to 30 000 and
7500, respectively. Dynamic exclusion was employed with the
following settings: a 90 s exclusion duration time, maximum
exclusion list of 500, and one repeat count. In addition, charge
state rejection was enabled for 1þ, 2þ, and unassigned charge
states, except when it was of interest to determine the changes in
sample composition due to SCX enrichment. Because cross-
linked peptides formed in these experiments tend to have a
higher charge state upon ESI than non-cross-linked (linear
peptide) species, rejection of low charge states from MS/MS
acquisition provides a useful bias for detecting cross-links. MS/
MS spectra were subjected to data reduction using Mascot
Distiller (version 2.3.2.0), such that precursor masses were
redetermined via interpretation of isotopic distributions and
MS/MS spectra were deisotoped. Processed data were saved as
.dta files then merged into .mgf files with syntax appropriate for
database searching.11

xQuest Database Searching
MS/MS data contained in merged .mgf files were subse-

quently searched against the sequences of constitutive proteins
from the E. coli 30S and 50S ribosomal subunits for interpeptide
cross-links using the web interface of xQuest (version 2.721).11

This is an algorithm that can be used to search for theoretical
cross-links that have masses matching measured precursor
masses and to subsequently assign the fragment masses of MS/
MS spectra. In its interpretation of MS/MS spectra, xQuest
assumes that a cross-link precursor will fragment at only one
peptide bond. For our searches, xQuest was used with default
settings, except that MS tolerance was set to 5 ppm, the MS/MS
tolerance was set to 0.01 m/z, variable modification was set for
methionine oxidation (15.9949), no fixed modifications were
used, andmass shifts for cross-linking products weremanually set
to 136.10005 for the “xlink mass-shift” and 154.11061 (ADE),
199.10308 (TEDE), and 257.17394 (Tris dead-end) for the
“monolink mass-shifts”. Matches from all searches were required
to have precursor mass errors e4.3 ppm and g15% of the ion
current in a given MS/MS spectrum assigned as b- and y-type
ions. This value was found acceptable, since xQuest does not
include ammonia and water loss fragment ions in its scoring.MS/
MS matches were also required to have normalized cross-
correlation scores g0.052 for both ion series containing and
not containing the cross-link mass shift.

xQuest matches for intraprotein and interprotein cross-
links were required to meet different scoring thresholds.
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Intraprotein cross-link matches were required to have xQuest
scores g25.5. Furthermore, a number of intraprotein cross-link
matchesweremanually inspected to determinewhether they indeed
provided unambiguous identifications. This was required for special
cases in which the detected cross-links were formed from two
peptides, which together comprised a contiguous sequence from
the protein. In this situation, a potential match could also have
been made to a dead-end modified peptide derived from the
same sequence, because it would have the exact same mass.
These types of matches were manually inspected and disregarded
if the fragmentation did not unambiguously indicate the cross-
link structure.

Interprotein cross-link matches were required to have xQuest
scores g27.3 and were required to have xQuest scores at least 2
units greater than their corresponding second rank matches.
Moreover, interprotein cross-link matches were disregarded
unless there were three unique fragments assigned on each
peptide chain. Spectra matches were assessed for this character-
istic after assigning neutral losses and second isotopic peaks.
Fragments that could be ambiguously matched to the sequences
of either peptide chain in the cross-link were not included in this
count. The cross-link matches were, in addition, required to have
at least eight of these sequence-specific fragments assigned.

Finally, spectra that corresponded to cross-links, either in-
traprotein or interprotein, with multiple possible linkage patterns
were manually inspected. Exact linkages were only proposed
when the two cross-linked residues could be unequivocally
defined by the observed fragmentation.

False Discovery Rate Analysis
The false discovery rate (FDR) of this analysis was first

estimated by searching files that produced matches against ran-
domized sequences of the E. coli 30S and 50S ribosomal proteins.
This yielded 2 intraprotein and 0 interprotein (non-intersubunit)
decoy matches, indicating that the FDR for our identified cross-
link spectra matches, whether intraprotein or interprotein, was
less than 2%. It was clear, however, that this was not an accurate
estimate of the FDR. When there are only a limited number of
identified spectra matches, a decoy database that is of equal size
to a target database is inadequate for accurately defining a FDR. A
solution to this problem is to use a decoy database that is larger
than the target database and to scale the number of decoy
matches based on the difference in size between the decoy and
target search spaces.24 We constructed a large decoy database
that retained the characteristics of the E. coli ribosomal proteins
by concatenating and subsequently randomizing a database that
contained two copies of each protein sequence. Searches against
this decoy database yielded 501 and 5 decoymatches meeting the
criteria for confident intraprotein and interprotein matches,
respectively. FDRs for both the identification of intraprotein
and interprotein cross-link matches were calculated in two steps.
The first step was to scale the number of decoy matches by
how many times larger the decoy search space was than the
search space needed to identify either intraprotein or interpro-
tein cross-links. The decoy search space contained 8 555 316
theoretical cross-linked peptides, while the search space needed
to identify intraprotein cross-links contained 34 170 theoretical
cross-linked peptides. Thus, the 501 decoymatches corresponding
to intraprotein cross-link matches were scaled to 2.0. Likewise,
the search space needed to identify interprotein (non-
intersubunit) cross-links contained 801 888 theoretical cross-
linked peptides, so the 5 decoy matches corresponding to the

interprotein cross-link matches were scaled to 0.5. The FDRs
were then obtained by dividing the scaled number of decoy
matches by the number of matches produced when searching
the experimental data against the ribosomal protein sequences.

Mascot Database Searching
MS/MS data contained in the .mgf files were searched for

peptide species other than interpeptide cross-links (namely,
linear peptide species) using Mascot (version 2.2.0) with a data-
base containing the sequences of E. coli ribosomal proteins. The
MS and MS/MS tolerances for these searches were 5 ppm and
0.01 m/z, respectively. Numerous variable modifications for
protein N-termini and lysine residues were included in these
searches, such as the addition of amide dead ends (þ154.11061
Da), thioester dead ends (þ199.10308), Tris dead ends
(þ257.17394), and intrapeptide cross-links (þ136.10005 Da).
Other settings included a variable modification for methionine
oxidation and an allowed number of missed tryptic cleavages
equal to 6. Ion matches with scores less than 17 (p > 0.005) were
ignored.

Protein Sequence Data
The E. coli K12 proteome was obtained from The J. Craig

Venter Institute (GenBank Accession. Version U00096.2).

Crystal Structure of the E. coli 70S Ribosome
Distances between R-carbons of lysine residues in the E. coli

ribosome were determined using a program developed in-house
and the coordinates from PDB files 2AW4 and 2AVY.25 PyMOL
v. 0.99 (DeLano Scientific, www.pymol.org) was employed for
the visualization and manipulation of crystal structures.26

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cross-Linking of the E. coli Ribosome
The E. coli ribosome was subjected to cross-linking with

DEST, a novel bifunctional thioimidate reagent with an 11 Å
spacer arm. Ribosomes prepared at less than intracellular con-
centrations (ca. 1 μM versus 10 μM)27,28 were modified in a
physiologically relevant buffer with DEST present at a 5:1 re-
agent to protein amine ratio. DEST modifies the primary amines
of proteins, thereby introducing a set of amidine-linked reaction
products, including cross-links and so-called “dead ends”. As
noted in Scheme 1, cross-links between two amines introduce
136 Da mass shifts. Dead ends, which form when one end of the
reagent reacts with an amine while the other end is hydrolyzed,
introduce mass shifts of either 154 or 199 Da, depending on
whether hydrolysis eliminates the thiol to form an amide (ADE)
or eliminates ammonia to form a thioester (TEDE).

To estimate the number of structurally possible DEST cross-
links supported by the E. coli ribosome, we investigated the
distances between modifiable residues in the previously reported
crystal structure.25 A specific focus was made on lysine residues
and not protein N-termini, given that lysine residues significantly
out number protein N-termini and that the N-termini of several
ribosomal proteins (L11, L16, L13, S5, S11, and S18) are not
available for amidination due to post-translational methylation or
acetylation.15,20 The E. coli ribosome contains 631 unique,
modifiable lysine residues; 548 of these are modeled in the
crystal structure. We calculated the distances between R-carbons
of these residues and counted the number of values that were less
than the maximum R-carbon to R-carbon cross-linking distance
that DEST is capable of bridging. We defined this to be 24 Å, the
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sum of DEST’s spacer arm length and the length of two lysine
side chains. This led to the estimate that there were at least 2200
lysine pairs within linkable distance in the ribosome sample. Of
course, not all of the amines of lysine residues in the ribosome are
solvent-accessible. In fact, judging by manual interpretation of
the crystal structure, only 396 are fully accessible.15 However,
these fully accessible lysine residues are still capable of producing
1100 cross-links. A proteolytic digest of cross-linked ribosomal
proteins was therefore expected to be overwhelmingly complex,
because it would contain many peptides and many cross-links.

Strategies for the Enrichment and Fractionation of Cross-
Links

To reduce the complexity of such a digest and facilitate the
detection of cross-links, proteolyzed samples were subjected to
SCX chromatography. The fact that interpeptide cross-links
formed by succinimidyl ester reagents have a considerable number

of basic functional groups has already been exploited by using
SCX to partially separate cross-links from unmodified and dead-
end-modified peptides that happen to have fewer basic functional
groups.10,11 DEST interpeptide cross-links should be better
suited to such physical enrichment, because they contain two
additional basic functional groups. DEST cross-links, if produced
by tryptic proteolysis, contain at least six such groups, while
the undesired unmodified and dead-end-modified peptides of
the digest tend to contain only two or three. The technique,
illustrated in Scheme 2, was simple to implement.12 A tryptic
digest of DEST-modified ribosomal proteins was loaded onto an
SCX column at low pH (pH 2), to ensure that all ionizable
groups were protonated, and then washed with 300 mM sodium
chloride. This salt concentration cleared the sample of low charge
species without causing significant loss of the more highly
charged interpeptide cross-links. To further reduce the complex-
ity of the digest before it was analyzed, we combined this low pH

Scheme 1. Major Reaction Products of DEST Cross-Linking

Scheme 2. SCX Enrichment and Fractionation of DEST Interpeptide Cross-Links
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enrichment with subsequent intermediate pH fractionation. At
intermediate pHs, carboxylic acids become deprotonated. Since
DEST cross-links, and any peptide species for that matter,
contain differing numbers of such groups, their net charges at
intermediate pH will differ, thus enabling productive fractiona-
tion. While the sample enriched for DEST interpeptide cross-
links was still adsorbed to the SCX column, the mobile phase pH
was shifted and a salt gradient was implemented. Ten fractions of
the eluting DEST interpeptide cross-links were collected. This
sample preparation was completed for two biological replicates,
each with two technical replicates. Because we were interested in
investigating the value of this sample handling process, the effects
of each of the chromatographic steps were traced for one of the
biological replicates by preparing three additional types of
samples, one in which no SCX chromatography was completed,
one in which only SCX enrichment was completed, and one in
which only SCX fractionation was completed.

Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Cross-Linked Peptides
Peptide mixtures produced by the differing sample prep-

arations were analyzed via nanoLC-MS/MS with an LTQ-Orbi-
trap high-resolution hybrid mass spectrometer using a strategy
in which both precursor and fragmentation mass spectra were

acquired in the Orbitrap. These experiments produced accurate
precursor and fragment ion masses that were searched by the
algorithm xQuest for matches to theoretical lysine to lysine
interpeptide cross-links derived from the sequences of the ribo-
somal proteins. Score thresholds for cross-link spectra matches
were established through decoy database searching, where the
goal was to obtain a data set of identified linkages with an FDR<5%.
We found that intraprotein cross-link matches could be ac-
cepted with lower xQuest scores than interprotein cross-links
matches. This is easily explained by the fact that the size of the
search space needed to identify intraprotein cross-links is much
smaller than the search space required to identify interprotein
cross-links. Consequently, there is a lower likelihood of an
intraprotein cross-link match being a false positive. For intrapro-
tein cross-link matches, use of an xQuest score threshold was
sufficient for meeting our FDR goal. This was not the case for
interprotein cross-link matches, which were found to require
manual validation to guarantee that they contained fragmenta-
tion coverage across both peptides of the cross-links.

An example of an intraprotein cross-link spectrum match
conforming to these criteria is shown in Figure 1. This particular
match involves a cross-link between two peptides derived
from ribosomal protein L25, AANKFPAIIYGGK and KEQGK.

Figure 1. Intraprotein cross-link between K10 and K25 of ribosomal protein L25. (A) Orbitrap MS/MS spectrum of AANKFPAIIYGGK cross-linked
to KEQGK. Peak assignments are shown in red if they correspond to the R peptide, blue if they correspond to the β peptide, and black if they could
correspond to either peptide chain. Peaks corresponding to fragmentation of the amidine bond of the cross-link, RþXL and βþXL, have been manually
assigned. These fragmentation pathways, shown in Supporting Information Figure 1, have been discussed previously.12 The β-NH3

2þ ion does not
contain the cross-linker. Fragment ions have been assigned according to the nomenclature proposed by Schilling and co-workers.39 Peaks marked with
asterisks correspond to neutral losses of other assignments. (B) Structural context of the linkage with respect to the 50S subunit (PDB 2AW4). The
residues involved in the identified linkage are marked in red.
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Unlike the fragmentation spectrumof a single peptide, this spectrum
contains ions resulting from cleavage of both peptide chains. To
illustrate this, peak assignments are shown in red if they corres-
pond to fragmentation on the R peptide, and blue if they corres-
pond to the β peptide. Some fragment ions were observed that
could correspond to either peptide chain, given that they share a
C-terminal sequence of GK. This type of ambiguous ion assign-
ment, such as the peak labeled b11R

3þ/b3β
3þ, is shown in

black. As can be seen, the masses observed for precursor and
fragment ions are in excellent agreement with theoretical
masses. The majority (>90%) of the fragments ions assigned in
this CID spectrum were in fact found to match theoretical
masses to within 3 ppm. This impressive mass accuracy allowed
xQuest database searching to be conducted with narrow mass
tolerances, ensuring a small likelihood of obtaining false posi-
tives. Intraprotein cross-linkmatches, such as this, were identified
at an FDR of 0.8% and, as noted earlier, did not require manual
validation.

In contrast, interprotein cross-link matches required additional
considerations to obtain an equally low FDR value. Figure 2
illustrates an interprotein cross-link spectrum. The assignments
made to the spectrum demonstrate that this is a cross-link between
the S19 peptide KGPFIDLHLLKK and the S14 peptide WNA-
VLKLQTLPR. Fragmentation of this precursor yielded a sig-
nificant number of informative ions; a total of 16 unique frag-

ment assignments could be attributed to one specific cross-link
structure, notably one in which the linkage between the peptides
involved the 11th residue from the N-terminus of the S19 (R)
peptide. It is important to note that this spectrum does not
contain any assignments eliminating the possibility of the link-
age involving the C-terminal lysine residue of the S19 pep-
tide. However, this residue is assumed to be unmodified,
since amidination is known to block tryptic cleavage.14,29 In this
specific spectrum, nine assignments could be attributed to the R
peptide sequence, and seven assignments could be attributed to
the β peptide sequence. The sequences of both the R and β
peptides were thus confidently matched. This was found to be a
very strong indicator of a true positive. While analyzing decoy
database searches, we often observed false positive matches in
which the assigned fragmentation on the peptides was limited or
biased to only one of the peptide chains. We consequently
manually validated our interprotein cross-link matches to ensure
that at least three unique fragments were assigned to each peptide
chain and that there were a minimum of eight such fragments
assigned per cross-link structure. In doing this, we reduced the
FDR for interprotein cross-link matches from approximately
10% to 0.8%.

From our cross-linking analysis of the E. coli ribosome, we
identified 325 cross-link spectra matches that were associated
with 71 different peptide linkages. Tables 1 and 2 summarize

Figure 2. Interprotein cross-link between K16 of ribosomal protein S19 and K46 of ribosomal protein S14. (A) Orbitrap MS/MS spectrum of
KGPFIDLHLLKK cross-linked to WNAVLKLQTLPR. Peak assignments are shown in red if they correspond to the R peptide and blue if they
correspond to the β peptide. A peak corresponding to fragmentation of the amidine bond of the cross-link, RþXL, has been manually assigned. This
fragmentation pathway, shown in Supporting Information Figure 1, has been discussed previously.12 Fragment ions have been assigned according to the
nomenclature proposed by Schilling and co-workers.39 Peaks marked with asterisks correspond to neutral losses of other assignments. (B) Structural
context of the linkage with respect to the 30S subunit (PDB 2AVY). The residues involved in the identified linkage are marked in red.
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intraprotein and interprotein linkages, along with the number of
spectra matches supporting each identification. There is clearly a
high degree of redundancy as well as variability with which
linkages are represented in our data. For example, the linkage
between K10 and K25 of ribosomal protein L25 was identified
nearly 40 times more frequently than the linkage between K10
and K68 in the same protein. There are two primary factors that
likely account for this observation. Differing rates of cross-link
formation among linkages is one. Cross-links are obviously more
likely to form when residue reactivities/solvent accessibilities,
interresidue lengths, side chain orientations, and interresidue
steric bulk are favorable for the reaction to occur. In the case of
the noted L25 intraprotein linkages, K10 and K25 are closer than
K10 and K68. These considerations alone are not likely to fully
explain the variability with which linkages are represented in the
data. A bias due to the methods used to identify the cross-links is
certainly another factor. Differences in the ionization efficiencies
of the linked peptides and the fragmentation behavior of the
cross-links, for example, should introduce an additional effect.
The most significant consequence of this variability and corre-
sponding redundancy is that the low FDR of 0.8% for spectra
matches increases to 3% for linkage identifications.

Comparison of Cross-Linking and X-ray Crystallography
Data

Of the 71 identified linkages, 52 were intraprotein and 19 were
interprotein. None of the latter, however, connected the large
and small ribosomal subunits. Crystal structure data indicated
that only eight pairs of lysines were close enough for DEST to
bridge the 30S and 50S subunits, so this was relatively unsurpris-
ing. It is further noteworthy that only 20% of the identified
linkages were interprotein, indicating a heavy bias toward the
identification of intraprotein linkages. Nevertheless, our identi-
fications mirror the distribution of intra- and interprotein
linkages deemed structurally possible in the crystal structure.
Only about 20% of the lysine pairs bridging distances less than
24 Å were interprotein, while 80% were intraprotein. This
highlights the nature of the ribosome, a macromolecular complex
composed of two-thirds ribonucleic acid and one-third protein
bymass.30Many ribosomal proteins are spatially separated due to
the presence of RNA, limiting the number of interprotein cross-
links that can form.

Distances between the lysine residues in the observed linkages,
as calculated from the crystal structure of the E. coli ribosome, are
listed in Tables 1 and 2. In our results, there are 240 cross-link

Table 1. Intraprotein Cross-Link Matches from the 30S Subunit and the 50S Subunita

30S protein topologyb distance xQuest matches 50S protein topologyb distance xQuest matches

S3 K44�K85 13.0 1 L1 K5�K13 c 4

S3 K48�K85 16.2 8 L1 K53�K166 c 4

S3 K78�K85 11.1 1 L1 K53�K204 c 2

S3 K107�K146 14.4 19 L3 K116�K159/K160 19.6/16.1 1

S3 K107�K225 c 1 L4 K99�K106 14.9 1

S4 K82�K184 14.7 11 L4 K123�K137 7.5 1

S4 K150�K155 6.7 7 L4 K132�K166 13.7 1

S4 K155�K166 15.9 11 L9 K42�K57 25.0 16

S4 K155�K176 9.6 1 L10 K36�K104 c 1

S4 K166�K182 13.0 10 L14 K44�K54 5.6 11

S6 K35�K106 c 1 L14 K51�K114 19.5 13

S6 K56�K104 c 1 L14 K59�K111 16.3 4

S6 K56�K106 c 2 L15 K63�K70 21.6 1

S7 K148�K170 c 10 L16 K58�K118 21.1 3

S9 K99�K114 36.6 1 L17 K78�K121 25.0 1

S14 K18/K22�K46 19.3/18.0 1 L18 K63�K76 14.9 1

S14 K18�K46 19.3 2 L19 K62�K86 15.8 4

S14 K22�K46 18.0 6 L20 K77�K84 11.5 6

S14 K75�K82 12.4 1 L22 K6�K73 10.8 6

S17 K29�K38 9.2 1 L22 K16�K73 17.8 1

S19 K16�K20 6.0 9 L24 K16�K42 16.1 2

S19 K20�K28 12.3 2 L24 K18/K20�K42 19.5/19.8 2

S20 K33�K48 9.4 6 L25 K10�K25 11.8 36

S20 K68�K75 12.8 5 L25 K10�K68 17.8 1

total 118 L28 K61�K76 c 6

L29 Nterm/K2�K9 17.5/13.5 1

L29 K4�K9 11.8 3

L33 K9�K49 15.0 1

L33 K9�K52 12.1 10

total 144
aBold indicates that the linkage was observed in both biological replicates. bTopologies shown with a slash separating residues indicate an ambiguous
linkage. The distances for either linkage are provided. cNot applicable; one or both of the residues involved in the linkage are not present in the E. coli
ribosome crystal structure.
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spectra matches in which linked residues are both unambiguously
identified and present in the crystal structure. The structural
context of these data, and the 46 linkages they indicate, is
displayed in Figure 3. In addition, Figure 4 displays the distribu-
tion of 240 spectral matches as a function of the distance between
the linked lysine residues. Note that all but 19 of the matches
corresponded to inter-residue distances less than or equal to 24
Å, the maximum R-carbon to R-carbon cross-linking distance for
DEST. Furthermore, all but two corresponded to interresidue
distances less than or equal to 25 Å, a distance that still demon-
strates agreement given the anticipated error in the crystal
structure. An estimate for the coordinate error is not provided
in the PDB entry of the E. coli ribosome structure. Such a value is,
nevertheless, provided for the crystal structure of the T. thermo-
philus ribosome (PDB 2J00 and 2J01).31 In this crystal structure
of similar resolution, the estimated coordinate error is on the
order of 1 Å. From our interpretation, then, 99% of the cross-link
spectra matches are consistent with the crystal structure of the
E. coli ribosome. DEST cross-linking thus provides reliable
structural information about macromolecular structures. One
of the two cross-link spectra matches that corresponded to an
interresidue distance greater than 25 Å indicates a linkage be-
tween ribosomal proteins S3 and S14. These two proteins reside
at adjacent positions in the crystal structure. Still, the residues
involved in the linkage are separated by 30.0 Å (Supporting
Information Figure 2). Conformational flexibility or alternative
conformations of these proteins in solution may account for the
observation of this linkage. The second spectrum match that is
inconsistent with the crystal structure defines an intraprotein
linkage in ribosomal protein S9 between K99 and K114. These

residues are separated by 36.6 Å (Supporting Information
Figure 3). A discrepancy as large as this is not likely to be
accounted for by conformational flexibility of the protein. It is
more likely that sample preparation or storage yielded a popula-
tion of ribosomes with a structural anomaly, such as damaged
RNA. Lysine 114 is part of an unstructured domain anchored by
RNA; damage to or cleavage of this RNA, by endogenous RNase,
for example, would release this protein domain, allowing K114 to
come within a linkable distance of K99. Alternatively, this linkage
may simply be a false positive. The FDR determined for this
analysis indicates that it is highly probable for our data to contain
at least one false positive.

About one-fourth of the linkages identified in this study
involved residues not present in the crystal structure of the
E. coli ribosome. The majority of these linkages are consistent
with other structural studies of prokaryotic ribosomes. For in-
stance, although the location of L28 is not properly defined in the
E. coli crystal structure, three different linkages from our data
demonstrate that it must make extensive contacts with ribosomal
protein L9. The electron density of L28 was properly refined in the
T. thermophilus ribosome crystal structure,31 and indeed from this
structure, it can be seen that L28 directly binds to L9.Nevertheless,
a couple of these linkages could not be readily explained givenwhat
is currently known about ribosome structure. These results are the
subject of further discussion below.

Cross-Linking of the Stalk Complex
Cross-linking of the proteins that constitute the stalk com-

plex was particularly intriguing, since this prominent feature
of the ribosome has not yet been fully refined in any crystal
structure. The stalk complex, formed by one copy of L10 and
four copies of L12, has, nonetheless, been structurally eluci-
dated in a hybrid model constructed from the combined use of

Table 2. Interprotein Cross-Link Matchesa

protein 1 protein 2 topologyb
distance

(CR�CR, Å)

xQuest

matches

30S S2 S8 K25/K27�K68 16.1/19.1 2

S3 S14 K85�K6 30.0 1

S5 S8 K158�K40 12.2 1

S6 S18 K106�K29 c 15

S14 S19 K46�K16 10.7 3

S18 S21 K29�K4 16.3 2

50S L2 L12 K67�K81 c 1

L6 L12 K28�K70 c 2

L6 L12 K85�K59 c 2

L6 L12 K85�K81 c 1

L9 L10 K57�K143 c 1

L9 L28 K42�K43 c 10

L9 L28 K42�K61 c 5

L9 L28 K57�K43 c 7

L11 L12 K99�K70 c 2

L16 L25 K127�K83 9.3 4

L17 L32 K121�K31 17.6 1

L18 L27 K17�K61 19.9 2

L22 L32 K28�K36 19.4 1

total 63
aBold indicates that the linkage was observed in both biological
replicates. bTopologies shown with a slash separating residues indicate
an ambiguous linkage. The distances for either linkage are provided.
cNot applicable, one or both of the residues involved in the linkage are
not present in the E. coli ribosome crystal structure.

Figure 3. Structural context of cross-linking data. Identified linkages
involving residues present in the crystal structure of the E. coli ribosome
(PDB 2AVY and 2AW4)25 are shown. Ribosomal proteins are displayed
in cyan, intraprotein linkages in blue, and interprotein linkages in red.
For clarity, rRNA are not shown.
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electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography.32 This model
demonstrates that the base of the complex is situated adjacent
to ribosomal proteins L6 and L11; our results capture this
structural feature of the ribosome, as we identified four
different linkages between these two proteins and ribosomal
protein L12.

Two linkages involving the proteins of the stalk complex (L10
and L12) that cannot be explained by the cryoEM/crystal
structuremodelmentioned above were identified. These linkages
correspond to K67 of L2 cross-linked to K81 of L12 and K57 of
L9 cross-linked to K143 of L10. Interestingly, L2 and L9 reside
on the opposite side of the ribosome from the stalk complex.
Figure 5A displays the crystal structure of the E. coli ribosome and
demonstrates the position of the stalk complex with respect to
the proteins to which it was found cross-linked. In Figure 5B, the
structure has been rotated 90� in either direction, making the
residues involved in these linkages visible. Since we estimate the dis-
tance across the ribosome to be at least 50 Å greater than the
span of any of the proteins25,32,33 and the cross-linker, these
linkages are believed to correspond to interactions between
ribosomes. A model for these interactions is shown in Figure 6,
where the stalk is depicted as a large red circle. Our model shows
that the stalk protein complex may, in addition to other func-
tions, serve as a hub point between ribosomes and interact with
ribosomal proteins L9 and L2 on an adjacent ribosome. Because
the reaction conditions used here for cross-linking ribosomes
have not been found to yield nonspecific cross-linking of mono-
meric proteins,12 we believe these ribosome�ribosome interac-
tions are of functional significance.

Cross-linking between the stalk complex and the L2 region on
the opposite face of the E. coli ribosome has been detected before,

albeit via different methods. Dey and co-workers previously
incorporated a photoreactive group into the structure of L12 as
a means to conduct site-directed cross-linking and to identify the
proteins with which the stalk complex interacts.34 Their inter-
pretation for L12 being cross-linked to L2, made at a time when
high-resolution structures did not exist, was that an elongated
structure of L12 might extend across the body of the 50S subunit
and that this interacts with L2. In light of more recent work
modeling the ribosome and the stalk complex,32 this seems
unlikely. Even a fully extended L12 protein could not span the
distance between the base of the stalk complex and ribosomal
protein L2. Their results are consistent with our suggestion that
ribosome�ribosome interactions are occurring.

A recent analysis of E. coli polysomes, clusters of ribosomes on
an mRNA, by cryoelectron tomography is consistent with our
ribosome�ribosome interaction hypothesis.35 In this study,
adjacent ribosomes were found to adopt preferential configura-
tions, in which 30S subunits aligned with orientations that
differed by 180�. Although the accuracy of docking the ribosome
crystal structure25 into their averaged 3D density of adjacent
ribosomes was limited, it was suggested that in the most common
configuration contact between ribosomes extends from the L1
arm of one ribosome to a region near protein S4 in an adjacent
ribosome. Furthermore, the docking showed that in this config-
uration ribosomal protein L9 extends out from one ribosome
toward the large subunit of another. Our identification of a
linkage between ribosomal protein L9 and the stalk complex
is consistent with this preferred configuration of ribosome�
ribosome interaction. However, it is uncertain whether the
ribosome�ribosome interactions identified in our analysis
correspond to polysomes or free ribosomes. Our preparation

Figure 4. xQuest cross-link matches as a function of distance between lysine residues in the identified linkages.
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of ribosomes, while expected to contain primarily free ribosomes,
may contain some polysomes. Further study involving purifica-
tion of free ribosomes and polysomes is needed to distinguish the
origin of our identifications.

Ribosome�ribosome interactions may be of functional sig-
nificance. Previous studies have indicated that L9, one of the
proteins mentioned above, plays a role in enhancing the fidelity
of translation by minimizing ribosome slippage.36,37 Among the
hypotheses for how L9 is able to do so, it has been suggested that
L9 may function as a strut38 to couple ribosomes within a
polysome.36 This coupling could prevent the downstream ribo-
some from sliding relative to the mRNA. Our results lend
credence to this hypothesis by demonstrating the involvement
of L9 in ribosome�ribosome interactions. Further study is
needed to better characterize ribosome�ribosome interactions
and their functional significance.

Amenability of DEST Cross-Links to SCX Enrichment and
Fractionation

It was of interest to assess the extent to which SCX chromato-
graphy improved the analysis of DEST cross-links. The number
of spectra matches identified per LC-MS/MS experiment has

been cataloged as a function of sample preparation for one
biological replicate in Figure 7. Without prior sample prepara-
tion, an average of only 5.5 cross-link spectra matches was
obtained per LC-MS/MS experiment. After SCX enrichment,
however, the average number of cross-link spectra matches per
analysis was increased 2.5-fold to 13.5. This can be attributed to
the fact that the enrichment physically altered the composition of
the digest, making it more abundant in DEST interpeptide cross-
links and less abundant in linear peptide species. To support that
this was the case, the above samples were analyzed by LC-MS/
MS experiments in which, unlike before, there was no charge
rejection to bias detection against linear peptides, and the
resulting data were searched for both interpeptide cross-links
and linear peptide species. As anticipated, the ratio of interpep-
tide cross-link spectra matches to linear peptide spectra matches
was found to increase from 0.018 to 0.34, a 20-fold change, due to
the enrichment. It is worth noting that these ratios of spectra
matches are not expected to accurately translate to the percent
composition of the sample, because cross-linked peptides are
significantly more challenging to identify with confidence than
linear peptides.

Figure 5. Cross-linking of the stalk complex. (A) The crystal structure of the E. coli ribosome (PDB 2AVY and 2AW4).25 The stalk complex, positioned
at its canonical binding site, is represented by a large red circle. The proteins found to cross-link to the stalk complex, L2, L6, L9, and L11, are labeled.
(B) Rotations of the E. coli ribosome. The L6/L11 (top) and L2/L9 faces (bottom) of the ribosome are shown. Residues involved in the linkages with the
stalk complex are highlighted in red.

Figure 6. Model of ribosome�ribosome interactions based on DEST cross-linking data.
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As explained previously, enrichment of DEST interpeptide
cross-links using SCX integrates easily with their fractionation
(Scheme 2). When DEST interpeptide cross-links were both
enriched and fractionated by SCX, the average number of cross-
link spectra matches per analysis increased to 54, a 10-fold
increase over the sample analyzed without prior sample prepara-
tion. For comparison sake only, we additionally prepared a digest
sample that was subjected to fractionation without prior enrich-
ment. This sample preparation yielded an average of 12.5
matches per analysis. Clearly, the effects of the enrichment and
fractionation are multiplicative, validating the use of this enrich-
ment technique.

’CONCLUSION

We have probed the structure of the E. coli ribosome, a 2.5
MDa ribonucleoprotein complex containing more than 50
proteins, using the novel amidinating cross-linker DEST and
mass spectrometry. This study demonstrates that peptide cross-
links derived from very complex structures can be identified at
high confidence from single precursor mass measurements and
CID fragmentation spectra. Employing the excellent mass accu-
racy of the LTQ Orbitrap, we identified 325 cross-link spectra at
a FDR of 0.8%. These identifications led to the assignment of
71 unique linkages with an FDR of 3%. Our results further show
that DEST cross-linking yields reliable information about
macromolecular structure, as the acquired cross-linking data
are in excellent agreement with the crystal structure of the
E. coli ribosome. Our results also demonstrate that the amen-
ability of DEST cross-links to SCX chromatography is very useful
in a large-scale analysis. This characteristic was, in fact, shown to
increase the number of cross-link spectra matches in our analysis
10-fold. Finally, given that we were able to identify ribosome
�ribosome interactions of potentially significant function, our
structural analysis of the E. coli ribosome demonstrates that this
technique constitutes a viable method for studying complex
interactomes.
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